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Abstract 

 

The present study aims to design method of asynchronous logic pipeline 

which focuses on improving the quality of the circuit efficient and it is used 

for a wide range of applications. This method is to construct a single rail 

domino gate and dual rail domino gate to perform synchronizing logic gate, to 

synchronize logic gate with a latch function and also to analyze the delay 

voltage and threshold voltage. This feature offers reduced critical delays, 

smaller silicon area and low power consumption. Single-rail domino logic 

alone cannot be used because it would break the domino data path as only 

non-inverting logic can be implemented. Dual-rail domino gates are limited to 

build a fixed critical data path. The method discussed in this paper saves 

power by reducing the overhead of logic circuits. This approach includes a 

highly-concurrent handshake protocol, with fewer synchronization points 

between next pipeline stages than almost all existing asynchronous dynamic 

pipelining approaches. The evaluation results shows that the proposed design 

has better performance than a bundled data asynchronous domino logic 

pipeline. 
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Introduction 
Asynchronous design is considered as a promising solution for dealing with the issues 

that relate to the global clock since it uses local handshake instead of externally 

supplied global clock. Handshake circuits generate local clock pulses and use delay 
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matching to indicate valid signal. It leads to the most efficient circuits due to the 

extensive use of timing assumptions. The four-phase dual-rail protocol design is 

implemented in a detailed way that the handshake signal is combined with the dual-

rail encoding of data. 

This project presents a design method of asynchronous domino logic pipeline which 

focuses on improving the circuit efficiency and make in asynchronous domino logic 

pipeline design more practical for a wide range of applications. This design method 

combines the advantages of the four-phase dual-rail protocol and the four-phase 

bundled-data protocolto improve the efficiency of area and power in asynchronous 

domino logic pipeline. 

The latch less feature provides the benefits of reduced critical delays, less silicon area 

and lower power consumption. Asynchronous domino logic pipeline has a problem 

that dual-rail domino logic has to be used to compose the domino data path. Only 

single-rail domino logic cannot be used as it would break the domino data path as 

only non-inverting logic can be implemented. As a result, the domino data path has a 

dual-rail encoding above thelevel of head that consumes a lot of silicon area and 

power consumption. 

Several related designs is also simply introduced. Synchronizing logic gates (SLGs) 

and synchronizing logic gates with latch function (SLGLs) are introduced to construct 

a fixed critical data path. The constructed critical data path is analyzed. Then, the 

complex pipeline structures are further discussed. In the extreme case, with a slow or 

stalled output environment data items has become bunched or stalled at close 

intervals. In all cases, input data items are processed instantly as they arrive, even 

with an unknown or irregular arrival rate without waiting for a clock edge. Hence, the 

inter-token spacing and the throughput rate are determined dynamically. Third 

asynchronous pipelines automatically provide flow control. Handshaking protocols 

inherently offer underflow and overflow protection, even speed environments. In 

contrast, synchronous pipelines are default include no flow control. Synchronous flow 

control is typically supported using explicit credit-based techniques involving extra 

registers or complex decoupled latch control. A signal, used for back pressure, must 

also be synchronized to the clock at every stage. It cause low circuit efficiency and 

put limit to the application area of four-phase dual-rail protocol design. 

 

 

Domino Gates 
Single Rail Domino Gate: 
The main goal for use of dynamic logic styles is to use only faster n-transistors in the 

logic trees, to achieve higher performance and lesser area. The problem of directly 

connecting two dynamic stages is that the pre-charged high output node will be the 

result in conducting n-transistors in the following logic tree. At the beginning of 

evaluation phase, this connection to be grounded andit leadsto a discharge of the 

following output and in an erroneous state. DOMINO logic solve this issue with an 

inverter, following n-transistors are off and no flow out can occur. Therefore, single-

rail logic styles like DOMINO realize only non-inverting functions. When the 

inverted outputs arrive first, they has enough time to switch off all n-transistors. The 
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non-inverted (DOMINO) outputs arrive later and all other transistors are already in 

correct evaluation state and no erroneous discharging can appear. 

 

Single-Rail Data paths: 

Two distinct solutions are now proposed for gate-level pipelining of wide single-rail 

data paths. The first approach is again to use partitioning. In this case, the dual-rail 

completion detectors are replaced with single-rail completion generators and bundling 

signals. However, there is one important difference: in single-rail bundled data paths 

(unlike dual-rail), each data stream has its own distinct “request” signal. Therefore, 

the merging of multiple data streams now requires the explicit combining of the 

multiple request signals at the stage’s inputs. This merger is achieved by a simple 

modification of the stage completion generator: additional request signals are 

typically easily accommodated by adding extra transistors in series. Since most wide 

data paths have processing logic that typically converges into only a few bits in the 

rightmost pipeline stage, only a single request will typically be generated by the 

pipeline for the right environment. 

However, in the event that there are multiple request signals at the right end of the 

pipeline, either the environment must have the capability to handle them, or they need 

to be combined into a single unified request signal. An efficient way of combining 

multiple request signals is to add a small number of additional pipeline stages, which 

recombine the requests in a tree-like fashion. A second approach to handling wide 

single-rail data paths is much simpler. Nopartitioning is used; instead, throughput 

overheads is reduced by earlier generationof the control signals along the critical path. 

The idea is that the control signal for the completion generatorcan be produced earlier 

than the control signal that pre-charges and evaluates the stage. Asa result, much of 

the overhead of broadcasting the control signal to the dynamicgates can be hidden, 

occurring in parallel with other pipeline operations. 

However, the delays caused by the coupling capacitance effect and the buffer can 

guarantee that the slowest data path is steady. Conventional logic gate has data-

dependency problem, the slowest gate function block would vary from one to others 

depending on input data patterns. Synchronizing logic gates (SLGs) isused to solve 

this problem. Another problem is that the slowest gate in a pipeline stage might early 

triggered by outputs from the previous pipeline stage. Then, synchronizing logic gates 

with a latch function (SLGLs) is extended to solve it. As a result, a stable critical path 

is available with the help of SLGs and SLGLs. 

 

Dual Rail Domino Gate: 

However, asynchronous domino logic pipeline has a common problem that dual-rail 

domino logic has to be used to create the domino data path. Single-rail domino logic 

cannot be used because it would break the domino data path hence only non-inverting 

logic can be implemented. As a result, the domino data path has a dual-rail encoding 

overhead that it consumes more silicon area and power consumption. Such overhead 

almost cancels out the area and power benefits provided by the latch less feature. 

Another problem is overhead of handshake control logic. Conventional designs of 

asynchronous domino logic pipeline is based on four-phase dual-rail protocol rely on 
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domino data path to transfer the data and encoded handshake signal and it is used to 

detectthe completion detectors and collect the handshake signal throughout the entire 

data paths. 

 

Dual-Rail Data paths: 

A wide dual-rail data path may be partitioned into several data streams. As in wide 

FIFOs, each completion detector only examines the bits belonging to its own data 

stream. As a result, completion detection is low cost, and it has to be partitioned 

among narrow data streams. Similarly, the output of a stage’s completion detectors 

are fanned-out to only those sources whose outputs belong to the fan-in of that stage. 

Since this fan-out is typically less, the distribution of the control signals is also low 

cost. In contrast to FIFOs where separate data streams do not interact, data paths with 

logic processing may involve mergingand forkingof data streams at certain points in 

the pipeline, which can complicate the pipeline structures. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Dual-rail domino AND gate 

 

 

As an example, a pipelined 32-bit ripple–carry adder was designed using the previous 

ideas. Each adder stage only depends on three inputs: two data bits and one carry-in. 

Therefore, in a gate-level pipeline implementation, each stage would simply have 

three inputs, two outputs, and a completion detector on onlythose outputs (and 

acknowledge only the corresponding input sources). This example illustrated how 

merged data streams can be effectively handled in a gate-level pipeline 

 

 

Advanced Pipelines 
1) Pre-Charge Half-buffer pipeline 

A block diagram of pre-charge half-buffer pipeline (PCHB) shows in Figure 2. PCHB 

is a timing-robust pipeline style that uses quasi-delay-insensitive control circuits. Two 

completion detectors in a PCHB stage: one on the input side (Di) and one on the 

output side (Do). The complete cycle of events for a PCHB stage is quite similar to 
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that of PS0, except that a PCHB stage verifies its input bits. Because of input 

completion detector (Di), PCHB stage does not start evaluation until all input bits are 

valid. This design method absorbs skew across individual bits in the data paths. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Block diagram of PCHB 

 

 

2) LP2/2: 

LP2/2 is a high-throughput pipeline style, which had both dual-rail protocol design 

and bundled-data protocol design based on the dual-rail protocol. LP2/2 improves the 

throughput of PS0 by optimizing the sequential of handshake events. However, they 

do not solve overhead problems in handshake control logic and function block logic. 

The handshake speed is accelerated by employing completion detectorsplaced ahead 

of function blocks. Although this pipeline structure reduces the handshake cycle time, 

the asymmetric completion detectors stillconsumes a lot of power since they have to 

detect the entire data paths. 

 

3) Delay Assumptions 

PCHB is a very robust pipeline that it requires no delay assumptions or calculations. 

However, the robustness of circuits comes at the expense of its performance. The 

complex handshake circuits slow down the handshake speed and consume more 

power. For fast handshake speed is achieved by designing PS0 using control circuits 

that are always correct for common conditions. 

 

CriticalData path 
Gate-delay data-dependence problem limits the construction of stable critical datapath 

using traditional logic gates. The critical Signal transition varies from one data path to 

others according to different input data. Since SLGs has solved the gate-delay data-

dependence problem, a stable critical data path can be easily constructed by the 

following steps: 

1)  To find a gate (named as Lin gate) in each pipelined stage that has the largest 

number of inputs. 

2)  Changing these Lin gates to SLGs; 
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3)  Linking SLGs together to form a stable critical data path. The idea for finding 

the critical signal transition is that embedding an SLG in each pipeline stage 

and making the SLG to the last gate to start and finish evaluation. First of all, 

the embedded SLG has the largest gate delay in a pipeline stage. 

 
 

Figure 3: APCDP 

 

 

After linking each pipeline stage’s SLG together, the SLG in the following pipeline 

stage be the last gate to start evaluation since italways waits for the critical signal 

transition from previous SLG. As a result, thelinked SLG data path becomes a stable 

critical data path. Linking each pipeline stage’sSLG is partially done in the process of 

selecting Lin gate in each pipeline stage. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Architecture 
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Results and Analysis 
The following figures indicates the delay analysis, threshold voltage analysis and 

different pipelined architecture. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Asynchronous Pipeline Design Based on Constructed Data path 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Delay Analysis 
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Figure 6: Threshold Voltage Analysis 

 

Proposed Asynchronous Pipeline 

Design 

Bundled data asynchronous 

pipeline 

Synchronous 

pipeline 

Logic Gate Domino gate Domino gate Static Gates 

Delay 6. 7005ns 8. 6500ns 9. 7500ns 

Total memory 159 kb 248kb 278kb 

Transistor Count 7375 9874 9010 

Threshold voltage 2. 5v 3. 6v 4. 8v 

 

 

Conclusion 
This paper introduced a novel design method of asynchronous domino logic pipeline. 

The pipeline is realized based on a constructed critical data path. This design method 

greatly reduces the overhead of handshake control logic function block logic, not only 

increases the pipeline throughput but also decreases the power consumption. 

In order to implement modules, control logic has been separated from the data path, 

while provision must be made for initialization and testing. If data bundling is used, 

the data path will look much the same as that in a synchronous implementation. The 

main differences are likely to be the routing ofa data valid signal and the use of 

latches controlled by local signals, rather than registers controlled by a global clock 

signal. If double-rail coding is used, the logic blocks on the data path may resemble 

domino logic. 

The evaluation results show that the proposed design has better performance than 

bundled-data asynchronous domino logic pipeline. It is even comparable with a 

synchronous pipeline with sequential clock gating. 
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